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W
e would expect to find some evidence of a textile indus-

try given the important role that fabrics, rope, twine,

nets, and cordage must have played in the workers’

daily lives. They would have needed garments such as loincloths,

kilts, and cloaks, especially in the winter. The weather during the
Old Kingdom was slightly wetter and perhaps a little cooler than

today—and we wear three or more layers of clothing on cold

 January days.

The inhabitants of the town also would have used fabrics for

 wraps, bedding, cushions, sieves, and bags, as well as for lamp

 wicks. They sealed jars and other containers with cloth too. We see

the negative impression of these fabrics of various weaves on mud

sealing fragments from our site.

Textiles served as wages and rations in ancient Egypt, as attested

in tomb scenes and texts. An Old Kingdom letter reports that when

quarry workers, possibly at Tura, did not receive their payment,

or rations, in cloth, they took their demand to officials of the Step

Pyramid at Saqqara. Cloth wages were paid to craftsmen, while tex-

tile rations went to corvée laborers, those fulfilling obligatory labor.

Repairing was another aspect of the textile industry. Ancient

fabrics show different techniques of mending, darning, and patch-

ing. Given the nature of construction work, clothes worn by the

pyramid builders must have torn often. The large number of nee-

dles from our site may reflect frequent repair jobs.

Mats and baskets would have required periodic mending, as

 well. The builders probably carried most of the material for making 

mudbricks, fieldstone walls, and pyramid ramps, as well as masonry 

debris, in baskets. A large force of workers might have been needed

for weaving and mending mats and baskets.

Thin Traces of a Textile Industry

 Although we are certain that textiles played an important role in
the life of the workers’ settlement, we have no remains of linen

cloth, nor basketry, mats, or cordage. These materials would not

have survived in the damp sediments of the site. We have to infer

the weaving industry from subtle traces. Unlike bread baking and

copper work which leave robust, easily identifiable remains, weav-

ing, spinning, and sewing are hidden, attested at Giza mainly by a 

small but suggestive number of objects.

These include bone points, bone rods, needles, and spindle

 whorls. The seven bone points we recovered (see photo below)

indicate that people were weaving on the site. Bone points are tra-

ditionally used to push weft threads down and to free or reposition

 warp threads. Their pen-nib point, and the fine striations, captured

so well in the microscope (see photo on page 4), have unmistak-

able parallels with later examples from other sites. Barry Kemp and

Gillian Vogelsang-Eastwood1 attribute the lines to the grinding 

stones used to shape the bone to a point.

 We have evidence of spinning at Giza in the form of spindle

 whorls. A spindle whorl is the weight on the shaft used to spin

yarn. We have also recovered numerous ovoid ceramic objects that

might have been used in weaving. In addition, there are small mud

balls and ceramic sherds which might have served as cores to wind

thread. Sewing (and/or repairing), on the other hand, is well attest-

ed with 18 copper needles. Unmodified fish spines might also have

been used as needles.2

Missing Elements

Our corpus of weaving implements is small. So far we lack spindle

shafts, warp spacers, heddle rods, sword beaters used to pack down

the weft threads, and spools, also called bobbins or shuttles, whichcarried the weft thread. Unfortunately, these were usually made of 

 wood which, like cloth, does not survive in the site’s damp sedi-

ments. Spindle whorls were often made of wood as well, which lim-

its our finds of these objects to the ceramic and stone versions.

The horizontal loom used during the Old Kingdom would have

left few archaeological traces (see sidebar). We also lack distinct

loom elements such as heddle supports, loom beams, and pegs

because these were also made of wood and have not been preserved.

A Welcomed Confirmation

During the 2004 season we had a welcomed confirmation of the

importance of textiles and cordage in the workers’ daily life. We

In 2003 we began studying the objects that we retrieved during our marathon Millennium Project. Assistant Field Director Ana Tavares

describes here the tenuous but tantalizing traces of spinning, weaving, and sewing that she is discovering among these finds.

A collection of tools for spinning, weaving, and sewing from Giza.

Clockwise from the upper left: a ceramic spindle whorl seen from

the top, two copper needles, the broken tip of a bone point, another

bone point, and a bone rod. Scale: approximately 1:1. Photos by

Francis Dzikowski except bottom one.
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From Predynastic times up to the present

Egyptians have used horizontal looms to

produce lengths of woven fabric. These

looms are simple contraptions easy to dis-

mantle and reassemble; they would leave

tenuous traces in an archaeological context,

probably no more than post holes.

A series of threads (the warp) stretch

horizontally between two short beams, fixed

in place by pairs of wooden pegs driven into

the ground (see model on the right). The

warp threads are divided into two alternat-

ing sets. Using a stick with thread loops

attached to it, called a heddle rod, the

weaver lifts one set of threads, allowing him

to pass a weft thread across through the

opening, the shed. When he lifts the second

set of warp threads, he creates the counter

shed and can pass the weft thread across in

the opposite direction. The weaver starts at

recorded, with the Giza Inspectorate, a 10-meter-tall section cut

through the mounds of ancient debris from the building of the

Great Pyramid. Here, high on the plateau north-northwest of the

pyramid, organic material was well preserved. We recovered and

analyzed many pieces of textiles and rope. This confirmed that

cloth, rope, and baskets were ubiquitous on this monumental

building site, 4500 years ago.

Producers and Consumers

Nice objects are rare at our site. Mostly we find fragments of 

pounders and abraders, which must reflect the endless hours of 

stone working on the funerary complexes. The overall impression is

that people carried away most of the useful, portable objects when

they abandoned the site at the end of the 4th dynasty.

This, in addition to poor preservation, might account for the

paucity of finds related to textile manufacture. But it may not be

the only factor. An interesting pattern of production and con-

sumption is emerging from the material culture and artifacts. The

site might have been provisioned with final or near-final products

including cloth, mats, rope, and other woven goods. We have rea-

son to believe that the Gallery Complex—probably used to house

the rotating labor force—and the structures within the Enclosure

 Wall (see map on page 1) were provisioned with cereals already 

ground into flour. Here we find innumerable bakeries, but few 

grinding stones and no querns. Nor is there botanical evidence that

grains were processed in this area. In contrast we do have querns

from the Royal Administrative Building (RAB), the Eastern Town,
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A drawing of the horizontal loom based on a miniature loom in a

model of a weaving shop found in a Middle Kingdom tomb. From

Models of Daily Life in Ancient Egypt from the Tomb of Meket- 

Re at Thebes, by H. E. Winlock. The Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1955, Plate 67.

(see story on page 6), and the Western Town (see story on page 1).

Cereals were apparently stored in large silos in the RAB, and ground

into flour there and in the Eastern and Western Towns for delivery 

to the bakeries. We also have evidence of provisioned meat but few 

faunal remains of small game that could have been hunted on the

nearby desert edge.

Other production seems to have taken place in the RAB and

 Western Towns. The majority of the weaving implements come

from these areas, suggesting that the residents produced goods here

to be used elsewhere in the town, including cloth, rope and baskets.

 As we continue our work we may uncover more elements of the

 weaver’s trade and unveil this hidden industry.

Ana Tavares joined the Giza Plateau Mapping Project in 2002. A

native of Portugal, she studied Egyptology at University College

London and works as a free-lance archaeologist in Europe and the

Middle East.

one end of the warp

and moves along

its length until he

reaches the oppo-

site end.

A cloth woven

on a horizontal

loom has a distinct

fringe along the left

side (as faced by

the weaver), called

a selvedge or weft-

fringe. Two stone or wood blocks with large

notches support the heddle rod. A laze

rod (to keep the order of the warp threads)

and a wood beater, shaped like a knife or

short sword, would also have been used.

Examples of these objects have been found

at Middle Kingdom sites but they have not

been preserved at Giza.

By the New Kingdom, Egyptians were

producing textiles on a large scale using the

vertical loom. A more complex “machine”

than the horizontal loom, it first appears

in early New Kingdom representations but

Kemp and Vogelsang-Eastwood (see refer-

ences above) suggest that it may have been

developed during the Middle Kingdom.

The Horizontal Loom in Ancient Egypt

∼ Ana Tavares 
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